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Holographic Dual of Scattering and Black Hole Formation
Sang-Jin Sin∗
Department of Physics, Hanyang University, Seoul 133-791
We provide a gravity dual of thermalization of RHIC collision fireball by considering a black
hole formation. We argue that closed strings are formed by collisions and gravity dual of the
initial fireball falls into the IR region of the AdS space. Large black holes form by gravitational
interaction of the initial mini black holes and other closed string states.
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I. INTRODUCTION

II. RHIC COLLISION AND DUAL BLACK
HOLE FORMATION

The AdS/CFT correspondence [1] has provided a
framework for discussing a strongly coupled regime of
gauge theories in terms of their gravity dual description. The equilibrium finite temperature problem using a black-hole background was discussed in [2]. This
approach has provided a simple explanation for high energy jet quenching at RHIC [3] an issue of considerable
experimental interest in the sQGP [4–6].
The purpose of this paper is to address the issues of
thermalization in a heavy-ion collision using the gravity
dual description of a time dependent black hole formation. In [8], black hole formation in AdS space and its
gauge theory dual were discussed by using the setting put
forward by Polchinski and Strassler [9], where the gauge
theory scattering amplitude is identified as a weighted
sum of string amplitudes in AdS. The contribution of
each AdS radius is weighted by a radial wave function
peaked in the IR region. Because of this, Giddings suggested that the dual of the gauge theory fields live on
the IR brane and the black hole should materialize there.
More recently, Aharony, Minwalla and Wiseman [13] discussed a scenario leading to a long-lived or quasi-static
plasma ball in the same setting.
The basic idea of this paper is that if we view the
incoming particles as highly excited glueballs, the holographic image of scattering must be at the sky of the
AdS space rather than at the bottom (IR region), therefore black holes forms by the debris of scattering which
has to fall to the bottom. Such falling will explain the
dynamics of the cooling.

Recently it was suggested [3] that real-time dynamics such as jet quenching in RHIC has a gravity dual
in the form of a gravitational wave falling on the black
hole. The opacity length was found to be independent
of the jet energy at strong coupling [3]. In a related
but different picture, Nastase suggested that 5d black
holes are formed through gravitational collisions of shock
waves [11], following on the original work of t’Hooft in
flat space [12] and Giddings in AdS [8]. Aharony, Minwalla and Wiseman [13] suggested the black hole dual of
static plasma balls in the context where no quarks were
involved. There, a static black hole is assumed to be
formed at once in the IR region [13]. However, in heavy
ion collisions the fire ball takes a time (albeit short) to
form. Our goal is to describe the formation and evolution process such as thermalization and cooling, so the
static approach is not appropriate.
The scattering process in the boundary occur with a
definite energy. In the dual gravity picture, where the
scattering happens in the AdS space? In [9], Polchinski
and Strassler argued that the gauge theory scattering
amplitude is dominated by the contribution of certain
height (radius) rscat proportional to the initial momentum, suggesting that the holographic image of the collision product should be located
√ at the height given by
the incoming momentum scale s.
We begin by briefly reviewing [9]. Let’s consider the
exclusive process 2 → m particles. For the gauge theory
momentum pµ , we associate the string theory momentum
p̃µ at radius r by
√ µ
R2 µ
α′ p̃ =
p .
(1)
r
The gauge theory amplitude at the boundary and the
string theory amplitude in a flat space are assumed to
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be related by
A(p) =

Z

√

drdΩ5 gAs (p̃)

m+2
Y

ψi (r, Ω).

(2)

i=1

The string amplitude As (p̃) falls off exponentially in
small r and the wave function fall off at large r so that
the maximum contribution occur at finite radius rscat ∼
R2 p. Specifically for m = 2,
p
rscat = R2 |t| ln(s/|t|)/(∆ − 4).
(3)

The image, although concentrated at rscat , is not an
object sharply localized at a specific height but an object
that has a size of the same order of magnitude as the
height. The size of the holographic image along the r
direction, δrscat , is estimated to be
δrscat
1
=p
.
rscat
2(∆ − 4)

(4)

Therefore for very high conformal weight in 4d, the holographic image is more localized. In the RHIC experiment, thousand of particles P
are involved and therefore
total conformal weight ∆ = m+2
i=1 ∆i can considered as
large.
Since RHIC data of real QCD shows that the fireball
after collision is a thermalized fireball, we may ask if a
black hole forms. We do not expect that the image
√ of the
collision described above with size δrscat ∼ rscat / ∆ is a
black hole since it has size of the same scale as its height.
Since the holographic image of the collision is not at
the bottom, it should fall under the AdS gravity and we
expect that it will form a black hole at the bottom, i.e.,
at the IR brane. This is consistent with the boundary
dynamics; The thermalization takes time of order Λ−1
QCD .
Although we do not have a exact solution showing how
the black hole forms, we have an argument why it happen. The AdS gravity has a characteristic property of
focusing since it has anti-tidal force. Furthermore it has
the remarkable property that all the falling stones released from different heights arrive at the center after
the same proper time, τ = πR/2. This can be easily
verified by assuming the radial infall
 2
 r 2
R
dτ 2 =
dt2 −
dr2 ,
(5)
R
r
leading to
 2  2
R
dr
+
= ǫ2 .
dτ
r
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the IR brane. To answer this we consider the case where
we do not have fundamentals, and model the heavy ions
on a highly excited state of glueballs. For an incoming
glueball with definite energy, the scalar wave function is
factorized as Φ(xµ , z) = eik·x φ(z); the scalar field equation in 5 dimensions
(5 − m2 )Φ(xµ , z) = 0
is reduced to

 5
z ∂z z −3 ∂z − k 2 z 2 − (mR)2 φ(z) = 0,

(7)

(8)

with k 2 = ~k 2 − ω 2 . Therefore for a process with definite energy-momentum, the wave function depends only
on the mass not on the energy. For a confining theory, we need to cut off the IR part (z > zm ), hence
we are interested in wave functions that is regular near
the boundary(z ∼ 0),
p where, the wave function behave
φ ∼ z 2±ν with ν = 4 + (mR)2 with R4 = 4πgs N α′2 .
The non-normalizable part (z 2 Kν (kz), z 2 Nν (kz)) can be
interpreted as the two point function with source at the
boundary [10]. For the initial beam, it is on-shell and
k 2 < 0 is the 4 dimensional mass. The explicit normalizable wave function is [1]
φ(z) = z 2 Jν (kz) f or k 2 < 0.

(9)

On the other hand, between the collisions, the particles
are off mass-shell (k 2 > 0)and k should be interpreted as
the momentum transfer. The wave function is given by
φ(z) = z 2 Iν (kz) f or k 2 > 0.

(10)

See Figure 1. As the 5d mass (equivalently ∼ ν) increases, no qualitative changes in the wave functions is
observed except that it is slightly pushed to the IR region. On the other hand, increasing the 4d mass (k)
includes more nodes in the allowed region and effectively
it pushes the wave function into UV region. This ‘push
to the UV’ effect is more dramatic if we consider the ‘ra√
dial’ probability density P (z) = g|φ(z)|2 . Due to the
√
measure ( g), the dominant peak is near the boundary
rather than the horizon. We can estimate the location
of the dominant peak in terms of xν1 , the first zero of
the Jν (x). We suggest that the location of the holographic
√ image of the incoming glueball with mass M4
(= −k 2 := k) is given by
r0 =

1 R2
M4 .
2 xν1

(11)

(6)

Notice that for massless particle, the falling should start
at the AdS boundary.
So far we argued the formation of black hole by falling
of the ads dual of the fireball based on the scattering
dominance at a particular height. Though plausible, it
is somewhat counter intuitive since one knows that the
AdS wave functions of incoming particles are peaked near

In summary, if we model the heavy ion as a glueball
with large 4d mass, the holographic image of the initial
beam is at a height that is proportional to the mass. This
is completely consistent with the Polchinski-Strassler argument described above. They scatter at that height
since their initial states were localized there.
So far we have argued based on the normalizable wave
functions. If one considers the boundary-bulk as the
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Fig. 2. At each interaction vertex of two scattering mesons
a closed string must pop up. This is a unique feature of AdS
space that does not take place easily in flat space.
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Fig. 1. Probability distributions. Notice that z = 0 is the
boundary.

source and field relation, then the wave functions that
are non-normalizable wave functions (∼ z 2 Nν (kz)) are
the relevant ones. They are singularly peaked near the
boundary. One may still argue that the fireball in the
gravity dual is formed near the boundary and falls from
there to the horizon.
Now, if we have fundamental color representations as
well as adjoint, we need to introduce a probe brane in
the bulk [17]. If one figure a meson as a heavy quark
and antiquark connected by a string deeply penetrating
the AdS bulk, then scattering of such a meson could be
realized as movement of the AdS string, which is a highly
non-local object in AdS bulk. Collision of such strings
in the bulk may form a highly distributed object in the
bulk which may not be a black hole at the beginning.
Contraction of such an object and falling will give a black
hole. The mesons in N = 4 theory are studied in [18] and
turned out to be deeply bound with mass
mq
M∼p 2 .
N gY M

(12)

So, if we model a heavy ion as a meson system, the quark
mass should be taken as large. In this case, the holographic image of the fireball is created at a significant
height, the height of the D7 brane, and falls to form a
black hole at the bottom. In this picture we want to argue that for each vertex, a closed string can be created
to leave the flavor brane.
The many parton collisions at the boundary trigger i.

elastic collisions which are dual to massive closed strings;
ii. inelastic collisions which are dual surface flips. An example of the former process is shown in Figure 2. Since
the minimal string is not a straight line connecting two
sources on the boundary (infinite warping factor), the
string must stretch inside the AdS space [14, 15]. As
two mesonic composites come together, the recombination from AB + CD to AD + BC should happen just
before B and C touch each other, since that is energetically favored. For example, when the separation (in
boundary) of AB and BC are both L and that of BC is
ǫ, then for small enough ǫ the difference of total lengths
of the string is
c
c
c
lAB + lCD − lAD − lBC = −2 +
+ > 0,
L 2L + ǫ ǫ
where c is just a constant. Thus in a hadron-hadron
scattering process, recombination of the string must arise
at the vertex (where B and C coincide) generating a
closed string. This is a remarkable feature of AdS space
with no analogue in flat geometry. Although the above
example is for pure AdS, we expect the mechanism to be
universal regardless of the geometry in the IR region if
the UV region remains AdS.
In actual scattering, multiple interaction vertices create a shower of massive closed strings in AdS space.
Some of them are mini black holes. The strings flake
and fall towards the AdS center to form a larger black
hole. Each of these liberates closed strings that fall in
the AdS space under AdS gravity. Some of the closedstring states could be in a black-hole state. They merge
as they fall to form a larger black hole at the IR region
as we described before. In fact, the initial colliding objects contain multitude of particles, and they cannot be
in thermal equilibrium at once. Therefore, in the gravity
dual what forms immediately after the collision is not a
single big black hole but a multitudes of mini black holes
together with other closed string states.
The efficient creation of the particles provides a mechanism to convert the deposited collision kinetic energy
to mass, resulting in lowering the temperature scale and
most of the initial energy is deposited as mass. In real
QCD, this procedure increases the strength of the interaction by the running coupling. Here in N = 4 SYM,
there are no such effects, since coupling does not run.
From boundary language, the increase of the number
density of particles and the increase of the interaction
strength are the key points to achieve efficiency in the
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thermalization.
The formation of the final black hole, dual to the
thermalization of the whole fireball, involves falling of
these initial objects in AdS bulk as well as their merging
through mutual gravitational interactions. In the falling
stage, one can estimate the temperature as a function
of time: T (t) ∼ 1/t. This is dual to the initial unequilibrated fireball’s cooling. The falling stage takes a time
of about the order of πR/2, where R is the AdS size.
After reaching the bottom (the IR region), the debris will spread and flatten to mock-up a black brane, a
pancake-like object. Although the pancake has a large
but still finite extent, the metric describing this state is
approximately a black brane metric where the horizon
is still falling down just as a liquid droplet spreads and
its boundary in spatial direction expands. This is dual
to the cooling and expansion of the equilibrated fireball.
√
The rate of cooling is faster than before with T (t) ∼ 1/ t
[19].
As time goes on, the black-brane like object becomes
thinner and eventually unstable to density fluctuations
that lead to instability. We expect that the extremely
thin black pancake will fragment into small pieces each
of which evaporates (quantum mechanically) by Hawking radiation. We suggest this change as the confinement
phase transition. Since the resulting metric is nothing
but the AdS metric with the IR cut-off, which is a confining metric, this can be considered as the detail of the
Hawking-Page transition and consistent with Witten’s
identification [2].
After local equilibration is achieved in a heavy-ion collision, the matter expands and the temperature depends
on both the location and the time. At RHIC this dependence was estimated by using ideal relativistic hydrodynamics. What uniquely characterizes the fireball is its
initial entropy. This is conserved in the adiabatic expansion of the fireball. Adiabaticity is a consequence of
the fact that the micro-motion and the macro-expansion
operate at very different time scales. This observation
of entropy conservation and the cooling of the fireball is
the basic reason why hydrodynamics works.
Is this set up natural from the viewpoint of formation
of the AdS black hole? As we argued, a lot of closedstring states is formed out of open-string (gauge theory)
processes, some of which may be in a small black-hole
state. Since closed strings can be detached from the
flavor brane, they fall into the center of the AdS. The
re-scattering of the partons and gluons can be viewed
as the dual of the interaction of the closed stings, which
may include eating of other closed-string states (particles) by small black holes as well as the merging of the
small black holes. Due to the property of the AdS metric, a droplet is contracted rather than elongated during
the infall. This significantly enhances the chance of large
black hole formation. The small black holes are dual to
local thermalization. When a large black hole is formed
at the center, the whole boundary (brane) system is equilibrated.
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III. DISCUSSION
We have provided a simple physical picture of black
hole formation and thermalization from the string theory
point of view based on string flaking in AdS space. The
typical string sizes are of the order of the inverse saturation length, 1/Qs . While the cooling of the edges of the
fireball is luminal or 1/τ , that of the core is slower, due to
the strongly interacting sQGP. We have suggested that
due to the strong interaction of the fireball liquid, the expansion is slower than expected √
from the ideal gas model.
The cooling of the fireball is 1/ τ , which is slower than
Bjorken 3d cooling, 1/τ . The strong nature of the interaction slows down the expansion rate; hence, the cooling
is slower than expected from the Bjorken solution. Cooling freezes when the background is replaced by a confining background through the Hawking-page transition. It
is hoped that this paper will be useful for communications among local string/heavy-ion community [20].
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